Most data is within the paper and supporting information. All FASTQ files from whole-genome sequencing have been deposited into EBI/ENA (accession PRJEB11859).

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Nine million new tuberculosis cases were identified in 2013 with an estimated 1.5 million tuberculosis-associated deaths worldwide \[[@pone.0150550.ref001]\]. The vast majority of cases occur in tuberculosis-endemic areas, where the epidemic is sustained by ongoing transmission, including transmission of drug resistant *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* strains \[[@pone.0150550.ref002]\]. There is growing appreciation of the need to gain a more thorough understanding of tuberculosis transmission dynamics. While traditional strain typing methods can identify clusters of cases and highlight the role of casual contacts in the transmission of tuberculosis, they lack sufficient resolution to investigate potential paths of transmission \[[@pone.0150550.ref003]\].

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is increasingly used in investigations of community outbreaks of tuberculosis in low and high incidence settings \[[@pone.0150550.ref004]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref005]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref006]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref007]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref008]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref009]\]. WGS offers the prospect of identifying likely sources of infection, assessing drug resistance acquisition and monitoring "real time" strain micro-evolution. The use of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to construct phylogenetic trees has allowed for the detailed reconstruction of likely tuberculosis transmission pathways \[[@pone.0150550.ref004]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref005]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref006]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref007]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref010]\]. Recent reports highlight possible heterogeneity in *M*. *tuberculosis* populations due to intrapatient microevolution and clonal variants \[[@pone.0150550.ref011]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref012]\]. However, the impact of this heterogeneity on the inference of transmission pathways remains controversial and subpopulation analysis requires 'deep' sequencing of *M*. *tuberculosis* genomes with coverage exceeding 50-fold.

Australia has one of the lowest tuberculosis incidence rates in the world (6 per 100,000 population per year); immigrant and indigenous populations carry a disproportionate burden of disease \[[@pone.0150550.ref013]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref014]\]. More than 85% of cases occur in immigrant populations with the top five countries of origin being India, Vietnam, the Philippines, China and Nepal; areas with significant rates of drug-resistant tuberculosis. Given the low likelihood of multiple exposure and reinfection events, Australia provides an ideal environment to examine transmission pathways within the community, whenever this occurs.

In this study we applied high-coverage WGS to a large cluster of *M*. *tuberculosis* isolates obtained from patients associated with a local tuberculosis cluster in New South Wales (NSW), Australia, in order to clarify likely transmission pathways. We also explored the origin and evolution of the outbreak. The cluster included 23 patients with culture-confirmed pulmonary tuberculosis diagnosed over a period of ten years in NSW \[[@pone.0150550.ref015]\], despite public health interventions that included active case finding as well as efforts to raise community awareness, trace close contacts and provision of treatment for latent *M*. *tuberculosis* infection. This study enabled division of the cluster into two or three subclades and revealed potential transmission pathways, but still lacked sufficient resolution for certainty regarding individual transmission events.

Materials and Methods {#sec006}
=====================

*M*. *tuberculosis* isolates {#sec007}
----------------------------

All *M*. *tuberculosis* isolates recovered from culture-confirmed cases of tuberculosis in NSW are forwarded to the Mycobacterium Reference Laboratory at the Institute of Clinical Pathology and Medical Research (ICPMR). In addition to drug susceptibility testing, prospective 24-locus mycobacterial interspersed repetitive unit (MIRU-24) typing is performed on all specimens \[[@pone.0150550.ref016]\]. MIRU-24 typing usually identifies cases as singletons or small clusters limited to one generation of transmission \[[@pone.0150550.ref017]\]. Isolates of *M*. *tuberculosis* are stored in glycerol at -80°C. Of 23 strains that formed a single MIRU cluster identified over a 10-year period (2003--2012), 22 were successfully subcultured from storage on Middlebrook 7H10 medium and sequenced. All isolates were recovered from adult patients with pulmonary tuberculosis and were phenotypically susceptible to first-line anti-tuberculosis drugs (rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide and ethambutol). Ethics approval was not required, as sequencing and analysis were performed as part of routine public health operations for outbreak investigation.

DNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing {#sec008}
--------------------------------------------------

*M*. *tuberculosis* DNA was harvested from colonies growing on Middlebrook 7H10 medium using a chloroform-isoamyl alcohol method \[[@pone.0150550.ref018]\]. WGS was performed by the Australian Genomics Research Facility ([www.agrf.org.au](http://www.agrf.org.au/)) using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform, producing 100 bp paired-end reads. Depth of coverage across the 22 libraries ranged from 120- to 690-fold (median 357-fold), and insert size from 185 to 260 bp (median 222 bp).

Bioinformatic analysis {#sec009}
----------------------

Two independent pipelines were employed to analyse WGS reads. The first pipeline utilized Qiagen *CLC Genomics Workbench* 7.0 (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark) for *de novo* assembly of the earliest isolate, c2(2003). The resulting contigs were concatenated into H37Rv genomic order using *Mauve* v2.3.1 \[[@pone.0150550.ref019]\]. Read mapping was performed against H37Rv (NC_000962.2, Genbank accession AL123456.2 \[[@pone.0150550.ref020]\]), and against the concatenated *de novo* assembly of c2(2003). Variants were called using *CLC Genomics Workbench* and *LoFreq* \[[@pone.0150550.ref021]\], for enhanced detection of mixed populations that might have been present *in vivo*. Variant filtering was set to only include variants that were present at genomic positions that had quality scores of ≥20, at least ≥10-fold read depth coverage including at least one read on both forward and reverse strands, and were present at frequencies of either ≥75% or ≥90% of mapped reads. A subsequent filter, applied to *CLC* and *LoFreq* variants, removed all variants with non-unique mapping or low coverage in one or more of the isolates \[see [supporting information](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}\]. Variants shared between all isolates were excluded from further analysis. Variants that discriminated within the cluster were individually confirmed by visual inspection of read alignment. For the construction of maximum parsimony trees, single-nucleotide insertions and deletions were arbitrarily treated as equivalent to a single-nucleotide polymorphism, and sites with no variation were discarded from further analysis.

The second analysis was performed using reads that underwent error-correction with *BayesHammer* \[[@pone.0150550.ref022]\]. Mapping of error-corrected reads was performed using *bwa-mem* \[[@pone.0150550.ref023]\]. Spoligotype was inferred from corrected reads with *SpolPred* \[[@pone.0150550.ref024]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref025]\]. Lineage was assigned by mapping reads against previously described regions of difference \[[@pone.0150550.ref026]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref027]\]. Variants were called on all samples in parallel using *freebayes* \[[@pone.0150550.ref028]\]. Structural variants were examined with *DELLY* \[[@pone.0150550.ref029]\]. *De novo* assemblies were generated using *SPAdes* \[[@pone.0150550.ref030]\]. A pseudo-genome with reduced repetitive elements, H37Rv-RRE, was created as a reference for multiple sequence alignment from the *M*. *tuberculosis* H37Rv genome, by substituting gaps for all elements annotated as PE/PPE/PGRS and *cysA* genes, insertion sequences, transposases and prophage components (6.3% of the H37Rv genome replaced with gaps). Contigs of 1000 bp or more were matched and sorted into H37Rv order using r2cat \[[@pone.0150550.ref031]\], aligned using mauve \[[@pone.0150550.ref019]\] and then concatenated (with gaps inserted at junctions) into a pseudo-genome. Reads were remapped against the corresponding pseudo-genome using *bwa-mem* \[[@pone.0150550.ref023]\], and all variant sites were masked as an additional error correction step. Multiple sequence alignment of corrected cluster pseudo-genomes, the H37Rv-RRE pseudo-genome and 8 other reference genomes from lineage 4 was performed using *progressiveMauve* \[[@pone.0150550.ref032]\]. All columns in the resulting multiple sequence alignment that contained a gap were deleted, as available phylogenetic models are unable to take into consideration insertions or deletions.

Relationships between genomes and probable transmission pathways {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Concatenated variant profiles were used to infer patterns of microevolution using the maximum parsimony method implemented in *MEGA-6* \[[@pone.0150550.ref033]\]. Bayesian inference trees were produced using *BEAST* (v1.8.0) \[[@pone.0150550.ref034]\], with diagnostic specimen collection dates used to constrain node ages, and the HKY substitution model over 100,000,000 generations, with assessment for steady state after completion. Strict constant, strict skyline, relaxed constant and relaxed skyline clock and population models were used, and stepping stone marginal likelihood was estimated after completion and compared between models (see [supporting information](#sec020){ref-type="sec"} for additional parameters).

Variant data was also used to construct graphs of potential transmission which incorporated some or all of the following assumptions: (i) variant files contain no homoplasy resulting from convergence (the appearance of the same variant in two or more separate isolates) or reversion (return to the ancestral state by backwards mutation); (ii) transmission can only occur forwards in time (patients detected later cannot be a source for infections that were diagnosed earlier); (iii) no further introductions of *M*. *tuberculosis* into the cluster after 2003 (i.e. the absence, since the introduction of routine typing, of multiple introductions of *M*. *tuberculosis* from individuals who were not identified as part of the cluster); (iv) all subsequent cases arose within 3 years of a transmission event.

Results {#sec011}
=======

Genotyping and lineage assignment {#sec012}
---------------------------------

In total 23 patient isolates were identified with identical MIRU-24 loci and spoligotype (MIRU-12: 23'3425153322; MIRU-24: 242324223342; spoligotype: 777737777740371). The isolate from the earliest clinical case identified as part of the cluster (c1) could not be subcultured. All 22 subcultured isolates (96% of the eligible outbreak cases, listed in [Fig 1](#pone.0150550.g001){ref-type="fig"}) were spread between 2003 and 2012. Short reads from whole-genome sequencing of these 22 isolates were deposited as European Nucleotide Archive accession PRJEB11859. The isolates were confirmed to be members of *M*. *tuberculosis* complex lineage 4 by region of difference analysis: they possessed the TbD1 deletion, a 7bp deletion in *pks15*, and no deletion at RD105 and RD750 \[[@pone.0150550.ref026]\]. No deletions were found at RD115, RD174, RD182, RD193, RD724 or RD761 to facilitate sub-classification within lineage 4. Two isolates came from a single patient who experienced tuberculosis recurrence (c15 and c26), the second episode arising two years after successful completion of directly observed therapy.

![Matrix of M. tuberculosis variants associated with the outbreak.\
Locations of all SNPs and indels found in the 22 isolates are shown in the colour-coded matrix. Deletions, or the absence of an insertion, are indicated with a single dash (-). Genome locations of variants are given for the reference strain H37Rv. Colour-coding of variants is based on differences from H37Rv, with all variants appearing in that isolate coded the same colour. This colour is then maintained when these variants appear in subsequent isolates, to help visualise patterns of SNP accumulation.](pone.0150550.g001){#pone.0150550.g001}

Identification of fixed SNPs and indels {#sec013}
---------------------------------------

WGS achieved high genome coverage, with sequencing reads covering over 98% of both reference genomes (H37Rv and *de novo* assembled c2(2003) reference genomes). Both bioinformatic pipelines, assessing variants identified in 90% or more of mapped reads, identified the same set of variants in the 22 isolates sequenced. No structural variants that could discriminate between members of the cluster were found. SNPs and single base insertions or deletions (indels) are listed in [Fig 1](#pone.0150550.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

The total number of variants detected was low. Variant analyses detected 29 variants, including 26 SNPs, one insertion and two deletions, which show accumulation of variation within the cluster ([Fig 1](#pone.0150550.g001){ref-type="fig"}). All variants were present in both independent variant analyses. The most distant isolates were separated by 13 variants (from c30 to either c17 or c27; c17 and c27 are separated by 10 variants). Nine of the isolates contained no detectable variants from at least one other isolate and formed three genetically indistinguishable sub-clusters. The other thirteen contained one or more unique variants that were not present in any of the other isolates. Sequenced isolates could be placed into 14 groups using SNPs alone, or 16 groups using SNPs and indels. These groups were used to model potential transmission pathways.

Likely transmission pathways from unrooted analysis {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------

Potential pathways of transmission were inferred from a maximum parsimony tree constructed using SNPs, deletions and insertions ([Fig 2](#pone.0150550.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The lines represent potential ancestral relationships that may be associated with transmission pathways, but the directionality of transmission events could not be established. [Fig 3A](#pone.0150550.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows possible transmission pathways that are compatible with the variants detected using the first read mapping pipelines and a set of baseline assumptions. [Fig 3B](#pone.0150550.g003){ref-type="fig"} reflects possible transmission pathways constrained by three additional assumptions: (i) chronological transmission; (ii) that transmission did not occur between cases that were diagnosed within 6 months of each other (unlikely provided all cases were diagnosed soon after symptom onset in a low incidence country with access to specialist care); and (iii) that secondary cases arose within three years of source case exposure. The assumptions made in order to construct [Fig 3](#pone.0150550.g003){ref-type="fig"} are likely to be true in general, but the possibility that they were breached in one or more instances of transmission will increase with cluster size.

![Unrooted maximum parsimony tree of variants.\
The tree depicts the relative genetic distances between cluster isolates, estimated from maximum parsimony analyses performed on concatenated variants. Isolates that were genetically indistinguishable based on variant analyses are grouped together. Branch lengths are relative to the number of variants separating each isolate; individual SNPs, insertions, and deletions are represented by black, yellow, and red dots, respectively.](pone.0150550.g002){#pone.0150550.g002}

![Transmission pathways derived from unrooted maximum parsimony tree.\
Each circle (or node) represents a sequenced isolate. Nodes are positioned according to the year the original specimen was collected. Dashed lines connect nodes that are indistinguishable based on variant analyses. Solid lines indicate at least one observed variant between two nodes. Putative transmission events are indicated by arrows based on: (a) variant analyses and assumptions of no homoplasy and no introductions after 2003; and (b) variant analyses, no homoplasy, no introductions after 2003 and further epidemiological assumptions. The further epidemiological assumptions applied are (i) chronological transmission; (ii) transmission could not occur between cases that were diagnosed within 6 months of each other; and (iii) secondary cases arose within three years of exposure to a possible source case. The application of these assumptions indicated that at least two unidentified cases would have been required to sustain cluster transmission ("Missing Case(s)" boxes). However if, for example, the insertion found in the c15 library had arisen after transmission, then even with these assumptions no missing cases would be required later than 2003.](pone.0150550.g003){#pone.0150550.g003}

Additional information from low frequency variants {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------------

An additional five variants were detected by relaxing the variant-calling threshold from 90% to 75% of mapped reads ([S1 Fig](#pone.0150550.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This lower threshold discriminated the 22 isolates into 18 groups. Six isolates in two of these groups had no unique variants (relative to at least one other isolate). Detailed assessment of variants present in less than 75% of reads identified a number of extra variants that were excluded from the initial analysis ([S1 Table](#pone.0150550.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most of these subpopulations were unique to single libraries with uncertain relevance. However the presence of some minority variants (shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0150550.g004){ref-type="fig"}) supports a postulated transmission link between two cases in the cluster. Isolate c14(2008) possessed two subpopulation variants, present in 10% and 33% of reads, that were both unanimous in the subsequent isolate c17(2010); isolate c28 (2011) possessed a variant present in 40% of reads that was subsequently unanimous in isolate c29(2011); and isolate c9(2006) displayed a variant in 13% of reads that was unanimous in isolate c30(2012). In all three cases a variant found in a minority of reads in an earlier isolate became fixed in a closely related subsequent isolate, which would be consistent with transmission of that subpopulation.

![Low Frequency Variant Detection.\
LoFreq was used to detect SNPs present at frequencies ≥ 10%. The top row indicates the SNP position in the reference genome H37Rv, the second row shows the nucleotide present in H37Rv, and the third row shows the variant nucleotide identified by LoFreq. The matrix indicates the frequencies of the SNPs detected in the isolates shown.](pone.0150550.g004){#pone.0150550.g004}

Reference-free detection of variants {#sec016}
------------------------------------

Contigs constructed by *de novo* assembly were 97--98% homologous with the complete H37Rv reference genome. Gap-free multiple sequence alignment of the 22 *de novo*-assembled genomes, the H37Rv-RRE pseudogenome and 8 other reference genomes representing *M*. *tuberculosis* complex lineage 4, contained 3,798,786 columns (92% of H37Rv-RRE, and 86% of the complete H37Rv genome). Within this alignment, 24 columns showed variation between members of the cluster, which is fewer than the 34 variants found using standard read mapping pipelines. The 10 variants not detected using this approach were indels, or occurred at sites that did not have unanimous base calls across all members of the cluster and were thus excluded from the analysis.

Bayesian inference phylogeny of the cluster within Lineage 4 {#sec017}
------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig 5](#pone.0150550.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows a constant-population model Bayesian inference tree derived from whole genome multiple sequence alignment, using a fixed molecular clock, and visualizes the cluster in the context of nine lineage 4 reference genomes. BEAST MCMC stepping stone marginal likelihood estimation found modestly superior likelihood from the relaxed skyline model, but differences in tree topology were minimal. The tree discriminated 5 subclades within the cluster with high posterior probability (p\>0.95), and a further subclade with moderate probability (p\>0.5). Apart from the main 11-member subclade including c2, four isolates (c9, c16, c30 and c37) were categorized as a distinct clade, most likely representing a separate chain of transmission. Another four isolates (c8, c12, c14 and c17) show indeterminate connection to the main clade (probability 0.51); it is possible that the common ancestor of these four isolates precedes the chain of transmission in the main clade. Three isolates (c25, c26 and c27) form a subclade that appears to have arisen from the main clade. The structure of the phylogeny suggests unknown or missing cases.

![Bayesian inference tree from multiple sequence alignment of *de novo*-assembled cluster genomes and reference genomes.\
A multiple sequence alignment of the H37Rv genome with repetitive elements censored (NC_000962.RRE), eight other lineage 4 reference genomes and the de novo assembled cluster libraries was used to generate Bayesian inference trees using BEAST. A consensus tree using relaxed clocks and the coalescent skyline population model is shown, with branch labels showing the probability of those subclades appearing in the sampled trees; substitutions per site appear on the y-axis. Subclades that appeared in less than half of the sampled trees are not shown. The SNPs that determine the characteristics of this tree are a subset of the variants shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0150550.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pone.0150550.g005){#pone.0150550.g005}

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

Our findings demonstrate the value and complexity of deep WGS for the reconstruction of likely transmission pathways during community outbreaks of tuberculosis \[[@pone.0150550.ref004]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref007]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref008]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref009]\]. It illustrates the potential utility of including indels and genomic subpopulations when assessing likely chains of transmission. However, analyses were dependent on the bioinformatic pipelines used and the assumptions underpinning evolutionary models. Tuberculosis presents particular challenges, since variable periods of clinical latency result in non-linear transmission chains. In addition, *M*. *tuberculosis* has a propensity towards homoplasy in certain genetic markers \[[@pone.0150550.ref035]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref036]\], may display inconsistent molecular clocks in different lineages \[[@pone.0150550.ref037]\] and has a low mutation rate per unit of time, necessitating long intervals to observe variation \[[@pone.0150550.ref038]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref039]\].

Therefore our approach used two or more unrelated and peer-reviewed algorithms to enable some degree of internal verification. The generation of a maximum likelihood or Bayesian inference tree (including appropriate reference genomes) provides additional context that allows more reliable interpretation of variant data. Although emphasis should be placed on identifying the most likely transmission pathways, alternative scenarios also require consideration. Triangulation with epidemiological data and detailed mapping of social contacts increases confidence that the genomic data have been interpreted correctly.

The uncertainties identified make it impossible to characterize transmission pathways with complete confidence. [Fig 3B](#pone.0150550.g003){ref-type="fig"} provides the simplest overview of likely transmission pathways. It is important to note that one small group of isolates (comprising c9, c16, c30 and c37) appears to have a shorter genetic distance (by 5 SNPs) than the large group (comprising c2, c4, c5, c7, c15, c21, c24, c25, c26, c27, c28, c29, c31, c32) from their common ancestor with H37Rv. Thus, in the absence of homoplasy the small group is unlikely to have arisen from the larger group. Another four isolates (c8, c12, c14 and c17) have an intermediate genetic distance from the common ancestor, as illustrated by the Bayesian inference tree ([Fig 5](#pone.0150550.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The continued emergence of new cases in the cluster, despite concerted efforts to detect and treat latently infected individuals, implies the presence of undiagnosed infectious cases, exemplified in [Fig 3B](#pone.0150550.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

Two of the indels introduced important layers of discrimination, by differentiating two isolates from the monophyletic group containing c2(2003) and signifying that these two isolates are less likely to have been sources of onward transmission. Furthermore, the presence of a unique insertion in the c15(2009) library relative to c26(2011), which was obtained from the same patient more than one year after treatment was completed and deemed successful (Sue Devlin, personal communication, July 2014), is consistent with c26(2011) originating after reinfection from contact c25(2010). An alternate explanation is relapse with an "archived" strain that lacked the insertion found in c15(2009) and possessed the subclade SNP shared with c25(2010) and c27(2011), perhaps implying origin of this subclade during the relapse \[[@pone.0150550.ref007]\]\[[@pone.0150550.ref010]\]. Note that the insertion detected in the c15 library occurred in a repetitive region (Rv0393, [S2 Table](#pone.0150550.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), increasing the chance that the insertion arose during library preparation.

The heterogeneity of *M*. *tuberculosis* genomes observed suggests that several of the clinical specimens contained distinct subpopulations. Therefore, the selection of SNP profiles based on a single frequency threshold could bias transmission pathway prediction. For example, if transmission chains were inferred based on SNP profiles generated using the variant frequency threshold of ≥90% the isolates c8 and c9 both formed potential nodes of ongoing transmission ([S2 Fig](#pone.0150550.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); however, they would be excluded from these central positions in their respective transmission chains using a ≥ 75% cut-off. The two additional SNPs identified in c8 were both found in \~87% of reads, suggesting a minority subpopulation without these two variants. The same could be assumed for c9, where the additional SNPs were found at frequencies of \~80%. In both cases, the genomic profiles of the subpopulations without these lower-frequency variants form nodes within growing transmission chains, while the subpopulations containing the additional variants are likely to represent subpopulations that were present in the host but not transmitted, or subpopulations that arose *in vitro*. SNP frequencies detected here reflect the relative abundances of profiles in the material used for sequencing, collected after *in vitro* subculture, and do not necessarily reflect their abundance within the host.

Use of a reference sequence reduces the potential for sequencing errors and false variant calls, compared with *de novo* assembly; however, mapping against a reference genome introduces a bias towards the reference sequence that can result in false homology \[[@pone.0150550.ref040]\]. To minimize this bias reads were mapped against H37Rv, but also against a *de novo* assembly based on the earliest available member of the cluster, theoretically providing the optimal "point of departure". Although this approach should limit any bias introduced by sub-optimal reference selection, it could instead lead to overestimation of the similarity between members of the cluster. Methods such as simultaneous *de novo* assembly of a population \[[@pone.0150550.ref041]\] and use of a reference-independent method to call variants \[[@pone.0150550.ref042]\] have been designed to avoid these issues, but these approaches have not yet fully matured. The reference-free approach described in the present paper uses established tools and algorithms, but requires multiple correction steps to maintain specificity (to prevent false variants arising due to *de novo* assembly errors, or misalignment during the preparation of contigs or multiple sequence alignment) at the cost of reduced sensitivity (in the best case, inability to detect indels).

Another important insight gained is the recognition that some cases in a MIRU-24 cluster may not share an immediate common ancestor. The group containing c2, although larger and identified earlier, is unlikely to be the ancestral source of the group containing c9, c16, c30 and c37. This is not unexpected and suggests that there may be a common ancestor that preceded routine molecular typing or was not diagnosed. An additional complicating factor to consider is the fact that although *M*. *tuberculosis* organisms found in a single granuloma are typically descended from a single infecting microbe \[[@pone.0150550.ref043]\], mixed infection can arise from multiple infection events, as implied by the occurrence of simultaneous infection with two unrelated strains \[[@pone.0150550.ref044]\]. Hence it is possible for *M*. *tuberculosis* infection to be caused by a population of closely (and sometimes distantly) related lineages. This mixture may survive the process of expectoration, culture, storage, subculture and library preparation involved in diagnosis and subsequent WGS. However, the ratios will not be preserved without additional measures that were not taken in this study, and so the mixtures detected may not be representative of processes *in vivo*. In our study, the variants found using a more relaxed 75% cut-off and using LoFreq did not contradict those found using more stringent requirements, but two instances of "foreshadowed" mutations suggest that the analysis of subpopulation variants requires further research. To facilitate this, material for WGS should be obtained after as few subcultures as possible (e.g. directly from the primary MGIT bottle).

Conclusions {#sec019}
===========

Despite the limitations discussed, it is noteworthy that the findings from high-coverage WGS analysis, using two independent bioinformatic pipelines, correlate well with field observations and social network analysis \[[@pone.0150550.ref015]\]. Two major branches of transmission identified by WGS correspond to distinct geographical regions of New South Wales. Several of the postulated transmission chains within the subclade containing c2(2003) were supported by family and close-contact links. Variant profiles were also able to shed light on some previously unsuspected links within this cluster, such as case c8(2006), whose connections to the cluster had been difficult for the TB control team to establish. A particular strength of the study is the near completeness of identification of cluster members, with good access to clinical care, a reliable laboratory referral system with routine MIRU typing, and regular cross-checking between the clinical and laboratory teams of new tuberculosis cases identified.

In conclusion, deep sequencing of *M*. *tuberculosis* genomes can provide additional resolution for the delineation of likely transmission pathways during community outbreaks. Using a combination of variants, including SNPs, indels and subpopulations, for maximal resolution seems important given the slow molecular clock of *M*. *tuberculosis*. WGS enables better targeted public health interventions through outbreak confirmation, identifying likely transmission chains, as well as revealing unrecognised sources of transmission.

Supporting Information {#sec020}
======================

###### Variant matrix of cluster isolates using 75% threshold.

Locations of all SNPs and indels found in ≥75% of reads. Deletions, or the absence of an insertion, are indicated with a single dash (-). Genome locations of variants are given for the reference strain H37Rv (second row). The top row indicates the percentage of reads containing the variant. Colour coding of variants is based on the earliest isolate in which they first appeared; with all variants appearing in that isolate coded the same colour. This initial colour is then maintained when these variants appear in subsequent isolates, in order to visualise patterns of SNP accumulation.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Impact of SNP detection thresholds on potential transmission pathways.

Differences in the transmission links for isolates c8 and c9 based on SNP profiles generated using (A) 90% SNP frequency threshold, corresponding to [Fig 1](#pone.0150550.g001){ref-type="fig"}, and (B) 75% SNP frequency threshold, corresponding to [S1 Fig](#pone.0150550.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The relative frequencies of SNPs detected suggested that several of the isolates in this cluster contained distinct subpopulations. Isolates c8 and c9 are shown to contain multiple variant subpopulations (C). One subpopulation forms part of a transmission pathway while the other subpopulation(s) do not.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### LoFreq SNPs (frequencies between 10 and 75%).

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Annotation of variants using Tuberculist \[[@pone.0150550.ref045]\].

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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